
Microsoft Online Services offers businesses powerful cloud-
based messaging and collaboration tools that combine rich 
desktop-based applications with the flexibility of fully-hosted 
internet services. Unlimited Mailbox enhances these offerings 
by partnering with Microsoft to deliver cloud solutions for 
cross-platform migration, email archiving, eDiscovery, and 
regulatory compliance.  

  
BENEFITS 

• Reduce IT infrastructure expenses and free up  
  resources by eliminating maintenance time 

• Real time, always-up-to-date subscription  
  based solution with no long-term contracts 

• Cloud archiving lowers costs, reduces  
  complexity and boosts user productivity 

• Reduce the cost and effort of the legal  
  discovery process with a complete eDiscovery  
  toolset 

• Eliminate the hassle and error of migration and  
  ensure all your data is seamlessly transferred 

• Upgrade to the cloud from any email platform,  
  including Microsoft Exchange, Lotus Domino/ 
  Notes, Novel GroupWise, Zimbra, 
  Google Mail, FirstClass, and other popular  
  programs

Unlimited Mailbox™ for Microsoft Online Services

Your Complete Cloud Migration, Archiving,  
eDiscovery and Compliance Solution
Unlimited Mailbox is an all-in-one solution for cross-platform migration, email archiving, eDiscovery,
and regulatory compliance. Unlimited Mailbox works with existing email systems to help businesses
lower costs, reduce complexity, boost user productivity and meet regulatory requirements. By
automating the email archiving and retrieval process, Unlimited Mailbox enables companies to
comply with government-mandated storage requirements, reduce the cost and hassle of the legal
discovery process, and manage associated risks.
 
Unlimited Mailbox will allow you to:

 • Move your enterprise email to the cloud while ensuring complete data fidelity 

 • Capture, classify and secure your email in compliance with government regulations and   
                  corporate policies 

 • Perform pre-litigation searches and early case management tasks, including legal holds
   and redaction with complete audit trails and workflow management 

 • Archive all your corporate user data – not just email 

Unlimited Mailbox seamlessly integrates with Microsoft 
Online Services to offer corporations advanced email 
archiving and eDiscovery with the convenience and rapid 
deployment of cloud computing technology for a low fixed 
monthly fee.

As a Gold-certified Microsoft Partner, CGS has worked 
closely with Microsoft to ensure that Unlimited Mailbox 
seamlessly interfaces with Microsoft cloud-based solutions 
for the enterprise. As a result, Unlimited Mailbox is the most 
comprehensive solution available for these offerings today.

Unlimited Mailbox for Microsoft Online Services



Cross-Platform Migration Unlimited Mailbox delivers complete end-to-end migration capabilities that take the hassle and error out of 
platform migration. Unlimited Mailbox is platform independent and uses one single code for all mail platforms, 
making the migration process seamless and ensuring all data is migrated and accessible.  
  • Migrate more than email - Unlimited Mailbox connects to all repositories including: mail, documents,   
    backups, databases, file systems and local drives
  • Migrate and properly format difficult data that other solutions cannot, such as: notes,  
    tasks, recurring calendar and shared events
  • Proven migration methodology eliminates any risk and the Unlimited Mailbox migration team ensures   
    complete migration success by guiding the client through every aspect of the assessment, project planning, 
    coexistence, migration and follow-up process 
  • Seamlessly migrates to Microsoft Online Services, and works with hybrid systems allowing companies  
    to have a mix of on-premise and cloud solutions
  • Uninterrupted and invisible process that runs 24/7/365 allowing users to continue to work in real-time. 
    Roll-back ensures data can be migrated back to source system if needed

Archiving Unlimited Mailbox provides a universal policy-based archive system that connects to an existing on-premise or 
cloud-based storage environment. 
   • Helps companies tackle government-mandated storage requirements by automating the email archiving  
     and retrieval process and managing their rapidly growing volume of electronic information to reduce the  
     cost and hassle of the legal discovery process
   • On-demand access, automatic backup, and fast, easy recovery of message data reduces complexity and  
     boosts user productivity
   • Automated archiving, simple installation, fast retrieval, and centralized administration reduces costs 
   • Users retrieve emails through their existing email interface as usual and archived emails are retrieved  
     right to the desktop from the email archive
   • Automated policy-based archiving allows administrators to set flexible “soft quotas”  
     to limit the growth of the mail server’s mailbox file and improve performance. Seamless integration to the 
     current email system eliminates the need for training

eDiscovery Unlimited Mailbox is a complete eDiscovery solution, giving companies the ability to collect, process, search, 
analyze and review electronic documents and data from disparate systems across the enterprise, and to do it 
all without altering the native format of the source file or placing any code on the server.
    • Drastically reduce the effort and cost of eDiscovery associated with legal proceedings and regulatory  
      matters, with powerful tools to quickly classify, tag, redact, index and hold sensitive documents 
    • Full workflow and robust reporting capabilities are built-in, so you can easily set alerts to inform you of    
      actions performed on inventoried data while providing a complete audit trail of all activity in real time

Regulatory Compliance The Unlimited Mailbox Solution supports and is compliant with a wide variety of government-mandated 
statutes, including:
    • HIPAA
    • FOIA
    • SEC & FINRA
    • Sarbanes-Oxley
    • FRCP
    • Sunshine Law
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To learn more about Unlimited Mailbox visit www.unlimitedmailbox.com
call 888-428-7462 or email us at info@unlimitedmailbox.com


